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On June 20th over 450 of the great, good, and forward thinking people in the 
recruitment industry assembled at the Cafe de Paris in London to celebrate The 
Global Recruiter’s 10th Anniversary Industry Awards. The afternoon was an amazing 
success with both well established companies and new faces picking up the 
Winners’ trophies and Highly Commended recognitions. It has become automatic 
to say that the recruitment industry is succeeding despite the uncertainty and 
challenges that surround it, but the fact is that the industry and many of the clients 
it serves now have an understanding that whatever happens there is no excuse for 
not delivering fantastic service or achieving more.
In this month’s magazine, alongside the results of the Awards we’ve been 
finding out how recruiters have made significant and positive change within their 
businesses. Again, external circumstances tend to have little to do with taking 
the initiative and building a better recruitment service. From internal investment to 
adapting to market changes, recruitment companies will always be ready to take 
the initiative and lead the way. It’s a great industry to be part of, and one which will 
continue to impress and deliver into the future.

WELCOME

SIMON KENT
EDITOR
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THE GLOBAL RECRUITER 
AWARDS 2019   
From the large to the small, 
from the innovative to the 
established, The Global 
Recruiter has announced 
and delivered the Highly 
Commended and Winning 
companies and individuals for 
this year’s Awards. Now in its 
tenth year, the Awards have 
attracted more attention than 
ever and more competition than 

ever. In front of a packed Café 
de Paris, The Global Recruiter’s 
publisher, Gary King presided 
over the celebrations, 
delivering the usual unique 
blend of entertainment and 
commendation. For the 
full run down of winners, 
highly commended and their 
responses to their accolades 
go to page 45.
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TECH COVER 
Is your technology holding you 
back? Do you get more glitches 
than hits from your system? Are you 
riding the wave of tech or drowning 
in a sea of data? We want to know.
With The Global Recruiter’s 
Technology Survey 2019 you can 
give us your views on technology in 
the recruitment industry in just three 
minutes flat. Our fast, efficient and 
straight forward industry survey is 
live and waiting for your responses 
at https://www.smartsurvey.co.uk/s/
FVI2W/ – so don’t delay.
Having been a late-comer to the 
technology party, the recruitment 
industry is now awash with targeted 
systems, platforms, communication 
techniques and more. And with 
Artificial Intelligence, chatbots and 
blockchain technology waiting in 
the wings, this situation is unlikely 
to change.
In this survey, we are seeking to 

find an overview of technology use 
and attitudes towards technology 
among recruitment businesses. We 
want to know what is being used, 
and what technologies are being 
considered by the industry.
Not only that, but just over a 
year after the introduction of 
GDPR, what has the impact 
been on the sector? What costs 
have been incurred by making 
sure technology and data use 
is compliant within recruitment 
businesses. And while technology 
often promises an easier, faster 
and more efficient life, what are 
the bugbears and barriers to great 
technology use? 
The Global Recruiter Technology 
Survey 2019 offers a chance for 
you to make your views known and 
to help guide suppliers to offer a 
better service all round. It will take 
only a few minutes of your time, but 
could change your technology use 
for the better in the future. We look 
forward to your responses.

CONTRACTORS
TO GO 
Research from contractor 
accountancy, QAccounting, 
in collaboration with resource 
website, Contractor Weekly, has 
found seven in ten contractors 
(72 per cent) would stop 
working on a particular project 
if they were given an ultimatum 
by their client or agency to 
go PAYE or work through an 
umbrella company in response 
to incoming IR35 reform. 
The study, which over 1200 
limited company contractors 
participated in, follows reports 
that a number of well-known 
private sector companies are 
preparing to offer large numbers 
of independent workers 
no choice but to become 
permanent employees, as they 
prepare for IR35 reform next 
year.
The contractors who took part in 
the research said:
• 72 per cent would stop 

working on a particular project 
if presented with an ultimatum 
over IR35

• 18 per cent would opt to work 
through an umbrella company if 
there was a possibility to do so

• Just 10 per cent said they 
would go PAYE, effectively 
becoming an employee

• 91 per cent said they take 
particular pride in being a 
contractor

• Only nine per cent see it as 
‘just a job’

“The fact that most contractors 
would stop working on a 
particular project if they were 
handed an ultimatum shows 
how incredibly important it is 
that agencies and private sector 
companies approach IR35 
reform on the understanding 
that it can be managed,” 
commented Mike Butchart, CEO 
of QAccounting. “Contractors 
are proud to work independently 
and clearly plan on continuing 
to do so – but outside the scope 
of IR35. These statistics tell us 
that very few of these individuals 
want to become employees. As 
we approach next year’s reform, 
this is a message that we urge 
recruiters and end-clients to 
listen to.“The businesses that 
prepare for incoming changes 
and present contractors with 
opportunities to have their 
IR35 status assessed fairly and 
accurately will be much better 
placed to continue engaging 
them,” he concluded. >

For the latest industry news log on to www.theglobalrecruiter.com or sign up for our regular news by email
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THE ANZ 
TECH RACE  
Australia is at risk of falling behind 
in the global technology race unless 
companies can secure top IT 
talent. A survey of 160 Australian IT 
employers commissioned by Robert 
Half has helped to make clear what 
Australian CIOs identify to be the 
key solution to help alleviate the 
IT skills shortage. With the latest 
ACS Australia’s Digital Pulse report 
forecasting Australia will need 
200,000 technology workers by 
2023 to become a global ICT leader 
the survey found almost a third 
(29 per cent) of Australian CIOs 
think increased collaboration with 
education providers and universities 
is the primary solution to alleviate 
the skills shortage in the technology 
field. This finding coincides with a 
report by Accenture which highlights 

that education and new learning 
techniques will be integral to 
closing the skills gap as technology 
reshapes the nature of work.
The second method to alleviate the 
skills shortage – as identified by 
23 per cent of Australian CIOs – is 
promoting IT as an attractive career 
among millennials and Gen Z, 
followed by 16 per cent who refer 
to increased collaboration initiatives 
from the business community and 
12 per cent who identify increased 
in-house training initiatives.
As technology continues to evolve 
at a rapid rate, skills shortages 
are not only likely to continue in 
coming years, but the skills gap is 
at risk of widening unless effective 
measures are put in place to upskill 
the workforce. Indeed, almost nine 
in 10 (88 per cent) CIOs say it is 
more challenging to find qualified 
IT professionals compared to five 
years ago and will become more 
challenging over the next five years.

Andrew Morris, director of Robert 
Half says: “Australia’s current IT 
skills shortage is a risk to business 
success and innovation. With 
technology evolving at a rapid 
pace, education systems and 
providers play a key role, not 
just to guarantee a continuous 
flow of skilled IT professionals 
into the employment market, but 
also to help upskill existing staff. 
For Australia to become a global 
technology leader, it’s crucial 
education providers ensure their 
STEM qualifications, courses and 
degrees evolve at a similar speed 
technology does.”

ENCORE, 
ENCORE 
Leading national recruitment 
agency, Encore Personnel has 
adopted a new senior structure 
to drive the next transformational 
phase of the business. The 
fundamental restructuring will 
support the recruitment firm’s 
ambition to accelerate its service 
and provide an even stronger, 
strategic focus on customer and 
candidate needs in a challenging 
political and economic climate.
The specialist recruitment firm 
provides temporary and permanent 
blue-collar staff to industry 

across the UK, placing 4,000 to 
5,000 workers each week via 
its 21 divisions, across sectors 
including manufacturing, industrial, 
supply chain and logistics and 
engineering.
Current managing director and 
co-founder, Greg Latham, will 
continue to serve in a strategic 
capacity in a newly created role, 
group chief executive officer. He 
will be supported by Pete Taylor, 
promoted from operations director 
to managing director. In addition, 
a new senior leadership team 
has been established and Cindy 
Gunn has been promoted to HR 
director and Louise Bragg and 
Andy Lewis to operations directors. 
The new structure will allow Encore 
Personnel to capture opportunities 
in a challenging market.
Latham explains: “With a predicted 
turnover of £86 million by 2020, 
Encore Personnel is taking the 
recruitment industry by storm. 
Since founding the business in 
2002, our market share has grown 
with sales currently up by 19 per 
cent compared to this time last 
year. The new structure of the 
business is set to give rise to even 
greater growth – the restructured 
and refocused senior leadership 
team brings a diverse set of 
experiences to accelerate, innovate 
and execute Encore Personnel’s 
strategy for success.”

TAKING THE 
STRAIN 
The Open University Business 
Barometer 2019, an annual 
report on the skills landscape 
of the UK, has found more than 
two-thirds (68 per cent) of UK 
employers have struggled to find 
skilled workers this year, with 
Brexit uncertainty making talent 
scarcer. The research also shows 
organisations spent £4.4 billion 
on temporary staff, recruitment 
fees and increased salaries in the 
past 12 months due to difficulties 
finding employees with the right 
qualifications and experience.
Nearly half (48 per cent) hired 
temporary staff to plug gaps, 
while 44 per cent spent more 
than intended on recruitment 
fees. Others (38 per cent) took 
a different approach, increasing 
salaries in order to make roles 
more attractive, and nearly a third 
(31 per cent) were forced to hire 
at a lower level than intended.
The skills shortage comes as 
the UK employment rate stands 
at the highest level since 1971, 
while unemployment is at its 
lowest since 1974. The dearth 

of skills in the labour market 
means that recruitment is taking 
one month and 27 days longer 
than anticipated, forcing many to 
seek external help – leading to a 
33 per cent rise in spending on 
recruitment fees in total.
Three in five (63 per cent) 

employers report that their 
organisation is currently facing 
a skills shortage (up from 62 per 
cent in 2018), and while spending 
on recruiters is on the rise in 
an attempt to attract necessary 
skills, there is also a greater 
focus on re-training existing 

staff, with more than half (53 per 
cent) of organisations increasing 
their training and development 
budgets in the past year – by an 
average of 10 per cent.
While one in five (21 per 
cent) employers think that 
Brexit will open up new 
growth opportunities for their 
organisation, the current 
uncertainty surrounding the UK’s 
departure from the EU may be a 
key driver of this sudden change 
in gear. Three in five (59 per 
cent) senior business leaders 
agree that the skills shortage 
will worsen after the UK officially 
leaves the European Union, 
which may explain the shift to 
focus on home-grown talent.
“It’s encouraging that employers 
are looking to invest in the talent 
of their existing workforce, with 
businesses increasingly turning 
to strategies that will serve their 
skills requirements for the years 
to come,” said David Willett, 
corporate director at The Open 
University. “While many are 
starting to focus more on building 
up skills from within, rather than 
buying them in, it is essential that 
training ultimately delivers results, 
while fitting around employees’ 
existing commitments.”

The country is bursting with great  
talent, and we are thrilled to have seen 
such high demand for our services

IR35 GOES 
AHEAD 
The government has published 
the Finance Bill in which they 
confirm they will go ahead with 
the implementation of IR35 in 
April 2020. Aside from the obvious 
negative sentiment around this 
legislation and its unwelcome 
presence in the public sector, the 

manner and detail by which this 
legislation is being introduced 
has sent shock waves across 
the recruitment industry. Not only 
has the government not listened 
to what many have said in the 
consultation, but it seems to have 
introduced other facets which make 
the situation worse.
“We know from experience that the 
IR35 rules are a huge problem for 
employers and contractors alike,” 
he added. “Making sure everyone 
pays the right tax is essential, but 
the rules need to be clear to be 
effective. The last thing private 

Cathcart Associates has 
expanded its operations 
in Thailand’s thriving tech 
hub, Bangkok, after seeing 
increasing success in the South 
East Asian market. The growing 
team has already doubled 
its headcount over the last 
year, and expects two further 
additions in the summer. A new 
office space will allow for even 
further growth and to further 
establish the company within 
the Thai market. 
The expansion sees the firm 
move to the city’s Mercury 
Tower, a space four times 
bigger than their previous 
location. Cathcart Associates 
was the first UK-based 
dedicated IT recruiter to open 
offices in the Thai capital, 
and is currently one of only a 

handful of recruiters in Thailand 
that specialise solely on this 
sector. In the last year they have 
doubled their turnover, and 
helped more than 50 companies 
meet their goals by placing the 
right candidates in specialist 
tech roles. 
“It’s a very exciting time for the 
tech industry in Thailand,” said 
Nick Macdougall, managing 
consultant for Cathcart 
Associates in Thailand. “The 
country is bursting with great 
talent, and we are thrilled to 
have seen such high demand 
for our services. Looking to 
the future, we expect Bangkok 
to become our headquarters 
for the whole of South East 
Asia as we ramp up our activity 
into neighbouring countries,” 
concluded Macdougall.

BIG IN THAILAND

sector businesses need at this time 
of Brexit uncertainty is rushed or 
poorly-designed tax rules that add 
further uncertainty to an already 
fragile business landscape.”
Samantha Hurley, operations 
director at APSCo and Co-Chair of 
HMRC’s IR35 Forum said APSCo 
were extremely disappointed that 
fee-payers will shoulder the liability 
of incorrect status determinations.
“We also believe there should be 
more clarity around the meaning of 
a status determination statement,” 
she added. “At present, the 
client ‘complies’ if it provides the 
decision with reasons to the party 
contracting with it in the chain 
and the worker – regardless of 
whether HMRC ultimately decides 
the decision was correct – but 
how much detail should go into 
this reasoning? Similarly, the 

legislation states that ‘reasonable 
care’ should be taken, but there is 
not yet any certainly around what 
‘reasonable’ should look like. In our 
view, there is still too much room for 
manoeuvre.”
Julia Kermode, chief executive 
of FCSA pulled no punches in 
her response: “I am enraged and 
shocked to read that they will be 
introducing a statutory client led 
status disagreement process 
which will place significant unfair 
burden on clients,” she said. “The 
reforms will be devastating for the 
UK economy and I would urge our 
next new Prime Minister to take a 
sensible look and a sensible view 
before pressing ahead with these 
damaging proposals. The UK’s 
economy is in a delicate state right 
now and these reforms will do little 
to alleviate the UK’s problems.” >

www.theglobalrecruiter.com
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AMERICAN 
DREAM 
Data from Indeed has shown 
that jobseekers in Britain who 
want to work in America are 
most likely to be looking for 
roles in California, New York 
and Florida. However, while UK 
searches accounted for 7.9 per 
cent of inbound ones for US jobs 
this year, interest in working in 
America has fallen by almost 20 
per cent over the past four years.
Indeed says customer service 
roles are the US jobs most 
sought after by UK-based 
jobseekers, with other roles that 
are typically popular among 
younger workers – such as 
administrative and babysitter 
roles – also ranking highly.
The booming tech sector and 
the draw of Silicon Valley is also 
likely to play a part in the strong 
appeal of the Golden State and 
the West Coast cities of Los 
Angeles (8.4 per cent) and San 
Francisco (4.1 per cent), which 
are among the most popular 
cities behind New York City (15 
per cent), which tops the list of 
most popular work destinations 
for Brits. Washington DC (4.3 per 
cent) and Boston (3.1 per cent) 
complete the top five cities.
British-based workers 
accounted for 10.2 per cent of 

inbound US job searches in the 
two years to November 2016 
but since then Britain’s share 
of the international contingent 
looking for US jobs has fallen by 
18.9 per cent. The drop means 
Britain has the third highest 
share of international searches 
behind India and Canada, which 
occupy positions one and two 
respectively.
Science and technology sector 
jobs are consistently popular 
choices among UK workers 
planning a career move to the 
US, while strong interest in 
nanny and admin roles suggests 
many younger workers and 
students are hoping to combine 
working in the States with 
travelling.
“The American Dream 
continues to hold a powerful 
appeal for Britons planning an 
international career move,” says 
Bill Richards, UK managing 
director of Indeed. “With work/
life balance a more important 
factor in people’s career choices, 
our data shows that while 
jobseekers start their job search 
with a role in mind they also 
think about the location and type 
of lifestyle they want.
“While UK interest in US jobs 
may have declined in recent 
years, the most popular roles 
are a mix of temporary and 
permanent, low and high-paying 
roles in sectors as varied 

as services, technology and 
academia,” he adds. “It’s clear 
that UK-based jobseekers still 
offer employers abroad diverse 
skill sets.
“The fall in searches could 
also be a sign of a buoyant 
labour market at home, which 
has seemingly defied Brexit 
gravity to add more jobs with 
unemployment at its lowest level 
since the 1970s,” adds Richards.

DIGITAL 
IMPACT ON 
EMPLOYMENT 
A report into the top ten talent 
trends for 2019 in Singapore 
from Hays has shown how 
the location’s position as a 
digital nation is shaping both 
demand and supply-sides of the 
employment landscape.
“As Singapore leads the way 
in social media penetration in 
South East Asia with 83 per 
cent of the population on social 
media, it is not unusual that this 
number reflects the changing 
dynamics between employers, 
employees and prospective 
employees,” says Grant Torrens, 
business director at Hays 
Singapore. “2019 will not only 
see a continuous proliferation 
in the use of social media by 

employers to attract candidates, 
but also the rise in candidates 
making use of their social media 
profiles and presence as part of 
their professional branding.
“We are seeing more and more 
candidates from a range of 
specialisms using YouTube 
video submissions and 
leveraging on their LinkedIn and 
other social media profiles such 
as LinkedIn to highlight their 
skills and experience, and stand 
out amongst the crowd, instead 
of submitting traditional CVs,” 
he added.
In another example of how 
digitalisation is affecting the 
workforce, Hays research 
shows that HR teams are 
increasingly adopting new 
technologies in their internal 
processes.
“Singaporeans are becoming 
digitally-savvy in every aspect 
of their lives and demand 
nothing less than instantaneity 
in the same regard. In 
addressing such needs, HR 
departments are progressively 
conscious that candidates are 
using mobile devices to search 
for job opportunities.  
To compete in the battle for 
talent in 2019, employers will 
need to ensure that they are 
providing mobile-friendly touch 
points for candidates in the 
entire recruitment process,” 
adds Grant.

MOVES
Odgers Berndtson, the only  
blue-chip international search 
firm with a dedicated team 
based in Wales, has appointed 
Emma Walton to the position 
of consultant. Emma joins the 
Cardiff based Odgers team 
with over 20 years’ search and 
interim management experience 
delivering executive,  
non-executive and senior 
management assignments across 
all functions.

In her time with Finlay Gardener 
in Bristol, as regional managing 
director, she was responsible for 
launching and establishing their 
regional division for executive 
search and building strong 
relationships with many clients 
based in the South West and 
Wales. She is proud to now return 
to her home country to work with 
Odgers in Cardiff. 
Seasoned recruitment specialist 
Danielle Scott has joined HRC 
Recruitment as the firm continues 
to expand its manufacturing 
and engineering (M&E) division. 

Danielle has been appointed 
as a senior consultant at 
the independent recruitment 
consultancy’s Edinburgh office.
Danielle arrives from Brightworks, 
where she focussed on 
procurement and supply chain 
roles. With more than 18 
years’ experience in sales and 
recruitment, she previously held 
a variety of positions at Change 
Recruitment, Escape Recruitment, 
First State Investments, and 
Standard Life Investments.
Borderless, a global executive 
search and leadership consulting 

firm specialising in life sciences, 
chemicals and converting, and 
food processing sectors have 
announced that Dominique Côté 
has joined its team as consultant. 
Dominique has 30 years of 
leadership experience across 
pharmaceuticals, medical devices 
and biotechnology.  
She is passionate about  
identifying leaders to build 
customer-centric organisations 
and high performance commercial 
teams. He is a sought after author, 
panelist and keynote speaker in 
the US and Europe. n
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The end of May saw the return of the OECD Forum, the annual 
platform where civil society and government discuss global 
policy and economic issues. As is the custom every year, the 
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 
presented its Economic Outlook – the culmination of the extensive 
analysis work that it undertakes. In tribute to the mathematics  
that underpins the OECD work, I have made some calculations of 
my own. 
The labour market bottom-line resulting from the analysis of the 
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 
figures depicts a negative trend. It is time to take control of the 
variables with leadership and partnership to bridge the growing 
divisions in society and labour markets.

Summing up

The equation starts with the 2019 Economic Outlook. This paints 
a grim picture of falling trade and welfare growth that is still not 
picking up to align with the high employment rates. Bad debt is 
once again on the rise, manufacturing is dropping, and China's 
economy is on a sharp slowdown. In the bleakest of scenarios 
all of this could result in a global recession. Still, all of this is 
self-inflicted. Trade wars and policy uncertainty are driving the 
decrease across the world. 
Adding to this is the 2019 Employment Outlook. It shows that 
regardless of record high employment numbers, many people are 
still left behind. Vast contingents of women still do not find their 
way into work, and those who do are often unequally remunerated. 
Young people lacking a tertiary degree are stuck in the parts of the 
labour market that are under serious threat of automation, while 
missing out on learning opportunities. Also, those that need public 
support the most in terms of skilling opportunities and social 
security, lack adequate access to it. Finally, the business case for 

delivering skilling and support is based on a labour market that 
doesn't exist anymore. 
The last element of the sum is the policy responses provided to 
all these challenges by the OECD countries, as reflected in the 
Policy Responses to New Forms of Work report released in March 
2019. This report showcases the concerns and responses of 
national governments to labour market trends and, in a nutshell, 
tells us that policy makers are first and foremost concerned about 
'self-employment' and 'platforms'. Yet, if one looks at their actual 
policies, one sees that the regulatory changes are far removed 
from the ‘gig’ platforms which indeed often work with self-
employed contractors. Quite the opposite: the regulatory focus is 
on the employment relation. Through a vast variety of measures, 
policy makers actually reduce options to employ staff on a 
temporary or variable basis. 
Sadly, when it comes to addressing the key challenges – securing 
access to lifelong learning and providing useful safety nets to all 
workers – policy makers stay silent; or as the OECD puts it: “[...] 
most adult training systems are ill equipped for this challenge. 
Participation in training varies widely, but what is common across 
all OECD countries is that those who need training the most, train 
the least […]”. Maybe policymakers hope that the permanent 
contract will bridge the skills gap and fix social security – a classic 
confusion of correlation and causality. In doing so, they kick the 
can down the road and contribute to a polarising labour market 
in which the open-ended contract is the only door to training 
and support. At the same time, global uncertainty and a volatile 
economy are making this door ever further out of reach. 
In short, the economic dynamic is trending down. Growing 
groups of underrepresented and vulnerable people miss the boat, 
and policy makers try to solve this by squeezing workers into a 
labour market that no longer exists. This is an accident waiting 
to happen. As the economy slows down further, personal and 

national budgets will be strained in an attempt to soften the impact 
of displacement. Employers with vacancies, as well as those 
that need to adjust, are confronted with a high cost of change. 
Finally, with the skilling update not happening, the business case 
for workplace automation grows even more attractive - thereby 
worsening chances for those lacking the right skills. 

Dividing up

What’s behind this ticking time bomb that we have wound 
ourselves? It is the divisions we see all around us. We see regions 
of the world building walls between them, not just physical, but 
digital as well. A ‘ Splinternet’ with different rules for access, 
privacy, data use and ownership is increasingly apparent. People 
divide themselves up and retract into respective on- and offline 
echo-chambers. Those that have the skills and incomes  
are getting farther ahead of those who do not. Finally, we see 
social partners divided on the very thing that provides income,  
self-esteem, belonging and, last but least, emancipation from 
poverty and informality: work. All this results in ever divided 
politics and parliaments that are being punished for compromising 
and taking decisions. 

Multiplying

We need to move from dividing to multiplying. This requires 
leaders on all sides to build bridges to the other side. The urgency 
is too great and the problems too large for navel gazing and  
self-congratulatory wallowing. Instead, we need leaders that listen 
to others’ solutions to common challenges and respect the other 
sides of the argument; a leadership that challenges its position 
and reflects on itself as much as on others. n

11VIEW FROM WEC 
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WORKING THE 
MATH

We need to move from dividing to 
multiplying. This requires leaders 
on all sides to build bridges to the 
other side.

Jochem de Boer, global public affairs manager, World 
Employment Confederation assess the labour market.
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Our skill is in jump-starting a 
business to achieving revenues 
in the tens of millions

FAST 
BUSINESS

For a dynamic, fast growing, no nonsense approach to launching and 
building a recruitment industry, the story of Marlin Green is perfect. From 
first thought to most recent appointment, the company’s leaders have 
known what they wanted and how to get it to work. 

Q: How did Marlin Green begin?

A: On a fishing trip. Lee and I had worked together at K2 and knew that we’d 
do so again one day. That day came in 2010, whilst hunting sharks on the 
English Channel. We got into a conversation about the untapped potential of 
the European recruitment market and the seed of Marlin Green was born.
On returning home, we found the cheapest office we could find in High 
Wycombe (bang in the middle of our two homes) and with nothing but a 
couple of phones, a flip chart and some pens, we begun to plan our future. 
Twenty months later we were in Central London and it grew and grew  
from there.

Q: What was the primary reason/aim of the business?

A: Experience had shown us that the European labour markets were out of 
sync and the skills of the IT workforce was out of pace with business needs. 
Our objective today is the same as it was back in 2010, to ensure our clients 
have immediate access to the most skilled and well-referenced freelance 
technology consultants available and have the ability and know how to 
move them throughout Europe as required.
While many UK recruiters see it as an add on, we chose to concentrate 
exclusively on niche IT mobilisation. By not engaging in permanent 
recruitment, our engines are specifically tuned to the unique pace and 
demands of Europe’s contract and project related recruitment needs. 
We might be the only UK recruitment company that doesn’t do UK 
recruitment.

Q: What were the main challenges faced and how 
were they overcome?

A: Ironically, our key challenge has been recruitment. Part of our hiring 
model means we look for passionate, ambitious graduates who are willing  
to take direction and immerse themselves in our process. Those that do,  
get on well and typically go on to enjoy incredible success.
The reality is, our industry can be tough and it’s not until you’ve worked for 
at least a year that your hard work pays off. While there’s a huge amount 
of talent to be found in today’s graduate market, we’ve found that this new 
generation of job seekers is impatient. They want success to be quick and 

easy and when they don’t get it, they tend to move on.
Our Industry has seen that in many cases this has resulted in some very 
talented young people with a bright future in the recruitment industry, 
dropping out before they’ve had a chance to see success. 
Our solution has been to show them success early and have enabled this 
through an intensive training programme (delivered in both country offices) 
and a ‘speedboat management’ style that ensures new recruits find both 
their feet and success quickly. In other words, we strap them in, hit the 
accelerator and get them wet.

Q: How quickly did the company progress and were 
there any significant changes/developments?

A: We have grown quickly but have never sacrificed growth for profit. 
By sticking to our plan, refining it and evolving it, we’ve experience rapid 
growth. Within 18 months we were turning over £3.5 million. Eight and 
half years later the company is on target to achieve around £34 million in 
revenues and a pre-tax profit of between £3.5 and £4 million.
In the past year, we’ve opened our first overseas office in Dusseldorf which 
became profitable after only five months. We have also just celebrated 
achieving £100 million in revenue.
We are proud of all we’ve accomplished and for the recognition our 
achievements have garnered. This year we were honoured with the Queens 
Award for International Trade and are the only recruitment company to place 
in the top 10 of the Recruiter FAST50 (fastest growth) and the HOT100 
(most profitable).

Q: What are your plans for the future?

A: We’ve now put in place the management team needed to achieve the 
next phase in the company’s growth. Lee and I always knew that as the 
company grew, we’d become less involved in driving it forward. 
Our skill is in jump-starting a business to achieving revenues in the tens of 
millions. Our management team has been selected because they have the 
experience to grow revenues into the hundreds of millions. Our leadership 
team has finalised Marlin Green’s three-year strategic plan, which will see 
the company grow headcount, increase our physical presence across 
Europe and, all being well, double our revenues.
We have also put in place a new function named ‘Team Pace’ that will  
drive the culture of the company and ensure that we maintain a fresh and 
industry leading work environment where the next generation of recruiters 
can thrive. n
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Co-founders Toby Dixon and Lee Nania 
discuss Marlin Green’s beginnings and 
where it will go from here.
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Whilst we follow the overall impact of Brexit on a daily basis the 
economic repercussions are considerable for many sectors and 
may take years to recover from.
In the recruitment sector specifically, statistically we see a small 
increase in the volume of original job ads posted, there is a widely 
varying picture by industry. Year to date we may have seen a five 
per cent annual increase in the official vacancy number within 
wholesale, but retail and transport remains fairly static at three per 
cent increase in postings YoY. This is particularly significant given 
the huge +40 per cent YoY growth in the numbers of ads in for 
health and social care opportunities and -28 per cent fewer ads for 
roles in the IT and telecoms. 
Current data identifies around 2.6 million people presently 
employed in sales and related occupations, with 1.75 million in 
transport. There is no doubt that trading on the high street will 
continue to be under pressure with the result that there is an 
ongoing risk to thousands of jobs as brand names continue to 
post profit warnings and look for institutional support. Companies 
that are woven into the fabric of our economy and have ‘always 
been there’ continue to be at risk with new online entrants 
creating new shopping experiences based on convenience, cost 
and availability. 

Of note in this sector is the proportion of original ads offering 
a contingent rather than a permanent opportunity. These have 
risen from 33 per cent to 40 per cent YoY. Within retail, the 
volume of demand for store assistants increased by 10 per cent, 
whilst the number of ads for Merchandisers fell by 23 per cent. 
Within transport and storage, there was a 20 per cent increase in 
the number of ads for drivers, but there was a 20 per cent decline 
in the number of ads for roles in procurement and 14 per cent 
fewer for opportunities in planning.

The wider picture

A number of generic factors are effecting all companies though, 
irrelevant of industry or locality. Among these factors are access 
to candidates – many of whom are not moving in the current 
economic client. The question remains how do we mobilise the 
retired/over 55’s workforce on a part time basis? The second 
factor is Brexit’s impact more generally on business decision 
making and new recruitment. In short, business leaders can 
no longer wait for the political conclusion, business needs to 
survive and progress.

15ANALYSIS

Finally, employers are still grappling with finding the right candidate at a fair 
remuneration. This is especially the case in IT related roles where all salaries 
are high, the health service which is currently dealing with labour legislation 
across EU14 countries and the education sector where leavers are outstripping 
available replacements. 
We are also seeing new the emergence of new titles replacing the traditional 
terms. Whilst renaming of old titles is common, New titles typically relate to AI, 
machine learning and Brexit include some really descriptive content as below:
• Chief Happiness Officer
• CFO = chief of numbers 
• Brexit Project Manager
• Client Happiness Officer/Assistant
• Customer Happiness Associate
• Happiness Executive
• Wellness Coach
• Digital Story Teller
• AI Co-Ordinator
It’s a brave new world and a rapidly changing place that we need to adapt to. n

SHOPPING 
FOR TALENT
Richard Turner of Innovantage takes a look at the wholesale, retail 
and transport sector in the context of the wider economy.

Wholesale, retail, 
transport & 

storage

Number of 
official job 
vacancies

Number 
of original 

job ads

Original job 
ads to 

vacancy ratio

Perm/contingent 
ratio of 

original ads

Total number 
of job ads 

(inc. reposts)

Total job ads 
to vacancy 

ratio

Perm/contingent 
ratio of 

total ads

April 2018 135k 144k 1.1 : 1 67% / 33% 181k 1.3 : 1 69% / 31%

April 2019 141k
(+5%)

149k
(+3%)

1.1 : 1 60% / 40% 181k
(0%)

1.3 : 1 61% / 39%
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agency which handles this kind of development. 
It’s normally reasonably easy to distinguish between which types 
of candidate each business needs, based on the job role and the 
description – however, some businesses may not realise that 
outsourcing work to freelance or agency professionals is even an 
option. For example, you might have a business which is looking 
for someone to come on as a software developer for a year long 
contract, with a view to extending if required. For most business 
owners, the seemingly obvious and traditional route would be to 
hire someone on a fixed-term contract to work in your office, as a 
member of staff. 
However, if you look at the role objectively then it’s clear that 
outsourcing to a team that has the skills to carry out the work is the 
best course of action because it will save time, money and effort. 
Why spend your valuable time on-boarding someone who may still 
need training to complete the task and embed into the company 
culture, when you can pay a team a fixed fee, who already have the 
required skillset, don’t need any hand holding and wont need time 
to embed within your organisation.
Obviously looking for agencies and freelancers who you can 
outsource your client’s work to is slightly different to a recruiter’s 
normal practices – however it isn’t as complicated as you  
may think.

Market knowledge

Before you even think about putting someone forward for a role, 
you need to have an in-depth knowledge of the market. It’s all well 
and good telling your client that they should look at outsourcing 
a particular project – however, unless you already have good 
relationships with the right firms, agencies and freelancers across 
the UK, Europe, and the rest of the world, your chances of actually 
connecting the business with the right person for the job are low, 
so it’s vital to be in communication with these firms even before 
you have an opportunity for them. Even if it’s just sending an 
introductory email outlining the potential for work in the future, 
building relationships with them will mean that you can move 
quickly when you eventually do have something for them further 
down the line.
This will take a lot of research and a lot of time. However, I cannot 
express just how important this desk research is when it comes to 
successfully connecting your clients with the right people.
Following this, once you get a brief for a role, the first thing to do 
is ask your client for an in-depth description of exactly what the 
selected candidate will be doing. If you’re lucky they’ll send over a 
brief but detailed 200 word description outlining everything that will 

be expected from any candidates you put forward. It’s at this point 
that you’ll be able to grasp what kind of freelancer or agency the 
business needs.
At this point, my advice would be to look through your catalogue 
of agencies and freelancers to see which one will be the most 
effective for the task at hand. This shouldn’t be limited by location 
or price – it’s your job to put forward the best candidate or team for 
each role, the finer details can be agreed between the client and 
the candidate. If a software developer in Ukraine is better suited 
to a role than someone in the UK, don’t be afraid to point your 
client in their direction – you’ll have gauged how good each of the 
firms you’ve contacted are from your conversations with them, 
and their prior history. Most will be able to send you some client 
testimonials to look over – if they don’t then this might be a sign to 
look elsewhere.

Beyond the stereotypes

This seems like quite a good point to mention the stereotypes that 
surround outsourcing, and in particular outsourcing work abroad. 
There are definite misconceptions shared by business owners and 
professionals in the UK when it comes to the term ‘outsourcing’, 
and too often people will reject the idea of paying offshore workers 
to complete work remotely. However, the reality is that for many 
sectors and industries, the most skilled people simply aren’t in 
the UK. For example, my company, Clockers, deals solely with 
outsourcing software development work to the Ukraine, which 
many people may view as a negative. But the fact of the matter 
is, software development teams based in Ukraine are the best in 
Europe, and are able to deliver projects efficiently, communicate 
effectively and enable UK companies to grow more swiftly. So when 
you look at it objectively, outsourcing your work to a highly skilled 
team of developers in Europe is by far the best option. However, 
many people remain on the fence about outsourcing.
My advice for recruiters is to face any prejudices head on; address 
any concerns before the client has a chance to raise them. Go to 
your client, talk about the fact you would advise them to outsource 
their work, and immediately address all of the reservations that 
they may have – this way even though they may still have doubts, 
they’ll feel much more confident in what you’re proposing. If you 
do this properly and professionally, I think you’ll find most rational 
business owners and HR managers will find it difficult to disagree.
Outsourcing is not something which has been common practice 
for recruiters in recent years, however as technology continues 
to advance, the ways in which we work evolve and I expect it to 
become an ever-more popular option for recruiters. n

Elliot Thomas, CEO and founder of online marketplace Clockers, 
on using outsourcing to find the best talent.

GOING OUT 
Recruitment is becoming more and more digital, and with the rise 
of social media it’s becoming increasingly important for recruiters 
to stay on top of their game. Many companies now just advertise 
vacancies through their own social channels and online, meaning 
recruiters need to be ever-more dynamic in how they work, by 
looking at each business’ needs and the different avenues for 
finding the best available talent.
Traditionally, recruiters source talent for permanent placements 
or fixed-term contracts, and put them forward for the roles that 
are available. However, as technology continues to progress, so 
does the way in which we work, meaning that more and more 
companies are opting for different, more dynamic ways of working. 
For example, it is becoming common practice for businesses, 
particularly within the tech sector, to outsource certain aspects of 
what they do to project teams abroad, rather than hiring full-time 
developers or IT professionals here in the UK.
This way of working cuts out almost all on-boarding time and costs 
as well as putting a team in place much more quickly, meaning that 
the outsourced team saves businesses time and money – two of 

the most valuable commodities for any business owner. However, 
for recruiters advising a business to outsource, and then handling 
this process, is a slightly different way of working than they’re 
used to, so I’ve put together some tips on how recruiters can use 
outsourcing to find the best talent for vacancies that are more 
suited to being filled through an outsourced resource or team.

Consider the team

My first piece of advice is to analyse exactly what kind of candidate 
or team will be best suited to each business need. For example, if a 
business is looking for someone to fill a high-ranking management 
job on a permanent basis, it makes sense that they’d need a 
candidate who can work full-time and who potentially lives in the 
same area. 
However, let’s say a company is looking for someone to help 
develop an automated on-site tool, which could take between three 
to twelve months to build; it’s likely that the best avenue for them 
is to bring someone in on a freelance contract, or outsource to an 
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ALL THINGS 
EQUAL
For over 20 years the recruitment sector has become reliant 
on Umbrella companies as an alternative option to employ and 
payroll their contractors; but you could be forgiven for assuming 
that this is a relationship built on trust and mutual value, but that 
is not what the evidence suggests. 
Let's explore how Umbrella companies became thought of as 
a "necessary evil at the bottom of the supply chain" rather 
than a trusted partner providing real value. After all Umbrella 
employment done correctly makes a significant difference and 
provides an important contribution to Industry, to Government 
and is therefore a vital part of what makes the flexible workforce 
supply chain work.
In the early days the perceived value was built on Umbrella 
companies being able to offset expenses enabling the contractor 
to reduce their tax liabilities as compensation for the lack of job 
security. This distinct advantage enabled recruitment businesses 
to charge out the same rate to their clients but retain the extra 
margin as they were no longer employing these workers, instead 
they were employed by the Umbrella company taking on all the 

Janet De-Havilland MD & CEO of Pendragon Consultancy Ltd asks 
if giving equal value to all parties in the supply chain can improve 
industry compliance and boost business?
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liabilities for PAYE and NICs.  A typical Agency margin at the 
time was 20-30 per cent, and the Umbrella 3-5 per cent. How 
do you know this? I know because I worked for three of the 
largest recruitment Agencies in the UK, and owned recruitment 
businesses in those days too and was then a client of several 
Umbrella companies.
This relationship wasn't always built on good practice or valued 
partnerships those were low down on the list. This led to no real 
value being placed on their contribution to the flexible workforce 
supply chain. As long as there weren’t many complaints from 
contractors, and their take home pay was more than on agency 
PAYE it was happy days! These types of relationships missed the 
point entirely where the Agency or end client was working with 
compliant suppliers; because it failed to recognise the expertise 
and added value offered by those partners, which could have 
helped them to secure more business, delivered a better  
service and prevented them from making mistakes around 
contractor engagement.
Role forward to April 2016, changes to Travel & Subsistence 
expenses changed the landscape almost overnight. Umbrella 
companies were suffering huge losses, Agencies were asking 
them to justify why contractors should still use them. Having 
lost their advantage some Umbrellas chose to go down the 
non-compliant route to save their businesses; some went bust 
and others were swallowed up by larger players as their value 
plummeted and owners just wanted to get the hell out! 'Umbrella, 
it was widely reported was done for’. Over. Totalled!  I rather 
think of it as being on life support temporarily; nevertheless, it 
was changed beyond expectation.

www.theglobalrecruiter.com

There has been an influx of tax 
avoidance promoters, because  
the Umbrella market is now like the 
"Wild West" uncontrolled and lawless

Dubious practices became the norm for Umbrellas, and some 
Agencies made requests for obscene amounts of rebates to 
get on a PSL, tax free income and vouchers to consultants 
to boost their pay, free booze, parties etc. all to secure or win 
the business. Whilst there is nothing wrong with agreeing 
commercial arrangements with your clients and partners, the 
arrangements need to be realistic and ethical in my view, and not 
at the expense of the services provided.
There has been an influx of tax avoidance promoters, because 
the Umbrella market is now like the "Wild West" uncontrolled 
and lawless and they can ply their trade freely and openly, 
because HMRC enforcement is almost non-existent infact worse, 
impotent. 
IR35 changes in the Public Sector in April 2017 was calamitous. 
No need to revisit all that has gone wrong there; and the recently 
published draft Finance Bill 2019 included, that the off-payroll 
rules for IR35 will indeed be introduced into the Private Sector 
from April 2020. Further proof that HMRC has joined the dots, 
because IR35 is not the only major change arriving in the sector 
in April 2020. Your supply chain will become more important that 
ever as other changes are introduced. 

"The Good Work Plan", includes the creation of a single 
enforcement body to tackle non-compliance in all aspects of 
labour supply, falling under EASI (Employment Agency Standard 
Inspectorate) It will have more effective powers over Agencies 
and the regulation of Umbrella companies.
If there was ever a need to get your house in order and to put 
more robust measures of compliance into your supply chain, 
in my view this is that time. You can only truly achieve this by 
working collaboratively with your supply chain, be they Umbrella 
companies, Software houses, Tax advisors/ Accountants and 
Insurers because you will surely need them all to be on your side 
when and if the proverbial ever hits the fan once these measures 
are introduced…. Recognise the value of all parties you have 
chosen to work with in the chain.
In Pendragons’ experience the best client and supply chain 
relationships are based on openness, trust, compliance and 
mutual respect. They require investment of time and effort on 
both sides to be truly valuable.
If you agree and want to work with an Umbrella company with 
values it truly stands by, and which holds FCSA accreditation 
then Call us, Meet us or simply Partner with us. n
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Dr Nancy Doyle, founder and CEO of Genius 
Within discusses neurodiversity and talent.

WHAT IS 
NORMAL?
So, 10 per cent of the population are dyslexic, yet they represent  
a third of people who are long-term unemployed. Four per cent 
of the population have ADHD, but over a quarter of the prison 
population. Two per cent of us are autistic, yet only 15 per cent of 
autists are employed. We consider these conditions unusual and 
on the rise. Where were these people 100 years ago? 200 years 
ago? Probably working, making a living based on their strengths, 
such as storytelling, mechanical ability, entrepreneurship or 
creativity. Before institutionalised learning and industrialisation, 
most of us could specialise early, usually through an 
apprenticeship, in a trade that suited our ability. People with ADHD 
simply worked outside in physical jobs. People with autism mainly 
focused on detailed work, such as silversmithing, writing or music. 
Dyslexics built, cooked, entertained. 
In HR, we’re coming around to the idea that these ‘conditions’ 
bring strengths. We’re entering a new ‘normal’, using language 
like ‘neurodiversity’ (first coined by Judy Singer in 1999) and 
‘complementary cognition’ (referenced by Dr Helen Taylor in 
2019). Neurodiversity inclusion programmes are operating at big 
name employers – Microsoft, Ernst & Young, InterContinental 
Hotels Group. UCL reports neurodiversity diagnoses for over 50 
per cent of their undergraduate engineering. We’re shifting the 
entry barriers for unusual thinking styles and placing it firmly in 
the talent agenda. Documentaries like The Employables, currently 
airing on A&E in the USA and articles in Forbes, Harvard Business 
Review and the like are shifting public opinion faster than our 
systems can keep up.
If this still seems far fetched to you, consider that 50 years ago 
homosexuality was still considered a medical, psychiatric disorder. 
Until the 1960’s, being left handed was widely referred to as an 
indication of criminal pathology. Compare that with what we know 
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about the #FutureOfWork – assistive technology becoming 
ubiquitous, remote working freeing up the office space, mobile 
internet connections reducing the need to remember details. This 
will benefit neurodifferent individuals enormously, potentially 
to the point where any difficulties are usurped by the benefits. 
Maybe, in 50 years from now we won’t care about spelling 
anymore and people might have ‘literacy rigidity dysfunction’. 
Or, as we no longer need to sit in one spot all day, those that do 
might be diagnosed with ‘hypoactive singular attention disorder.’ 
Or even, given that we will be able to work quietly in our own 
spaces, travelling through rush hour to loud offices, those 
who find the quiet unstimulating might suffer from ‘congenital 
insensitivity syndrome’.

The ‘normal’ gatekeeper

Human resources is the gatekeeper of ‘normal’ in our 
organisations. We recruit for ability, experience, personality 
and potential. We’re looking for the next generation of business 
leaders and managers, those who can take the company forward 
as the world around us changes. Neurodiversity is an opportunity 
to review where we might have a gap, where we’re not  
future-proof and invest in the kinds of people who see things 
differently. Making a few accommodations to be inclusive could 
be as easy as a flexible schedule and a revised job description 
that places less attention on teamwork and more on technical 
prowess. Instead of asking ‘how much diversity can we handle’ 
and ‘how many changes will I have to make for this person’ 
we could instead ask, ‘what are the optimum conditions for 
performance of this role?’ Starting with the output we seek rather 
than the input; modelling it backwards with some top performers 

and suspending assumptions – this is a dynamic approach to job 
crafting that will inject some unusual thinkers into any company. 
That said, Judy Singer reminded me recently that neurodiversity 
is not a ‘Pollyanna’ concept. There are costs to all that genius 
within, usually related to administration, personal organisation 
and planning and emotional sensitivity. My research suggests that 
no matter the condition, the top performance-related difficulties 
of any neurodifferent condition are: memory/attention (92 per 
cent) organisational skills (82 per cent); time management (78 
per cent) and stress management (67 per cent). When asking 
how much diversity we can handle, we’re also considering the 
impact of the neuro-minority on the neurotypical. It’s annoying to 
have colleagues who aren’t on time and forget important tasks, 
whose stress bubbles to the surface more often. Yet providing 
coaching and workshops makes a big difference – around 25 
per cent of neurodiverse employees who receive coaching are 
promoted within a year and their supervisors report a 35 per cent 
improvement in performance after just four coaching sessions. 
Coaching and training provide a forum for individuals to create 
management strategies; Playing to visual strengths with a  
colour-coded diary, for example, or learning to spot when 
someone is going into overwhelm early on, so that they can take 
time out and decompress. Coaching is cheaper than rehiring and 
provides a sense of organisational support which, in turn, impacts 
on retention and engagement. Productivity gold.

Playing to strengths

Consider Kate, my head of business development. ADHD makes 
her the most passionate, engaging presenter in the company. 
Provided she thinks we’re doing a good job (she’s not a good 
liar) she has a 90 per cent bid win rate – and all she asks for in 
return is that I don’t clock watch her. She’ll use her ADHD talent 
of hyper-focus right through the 72 hours until a bid deadline, 
working hard and intensely – I trust her to do this – and then she 
has a couple of down days where she might take the dog for a 
walk or hang with her kids. As long as I’m not demanding a fixed 
schedule, her job plays perfectly to her natural style of extremes. 
My head of criminal justice, Tanya Phillips, is autistic. She runs 
payment by results contracts in prisons where we have to do 
to-the penny accounting and her team is on budget, paperwork 
compliant and exceed all targets. She managed to get twice as 
many of our prison leavers into employment than the contract 
demanded. In return, she has mentoring, an open door to me to 
be able to resolve misunderstandings and emotional overloads. 
This takes up an extra couple of hours a month (tops) of my 
time, but ensures that she is able to stay focused on her job, and 
feels valued and productive. 
Human resources is at the sharp end of #FutureOfWork 
initiatives. We decide who is in and out, create the systems for 
progression, orchestrate the accommodations. It’s a progressive 
industry where the innovation consistently outpaces the 
research. We must forge ahead and leave a trail. Let’s keep 
working on ways to include and resolve misunderstandings, 
let’s share our successes, showcase our role models and inspire 
the next generation of unusual, creative leaders. Let’s find our 
genius within. n
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Every now and then something happens to a recruitment company 
that makes all the difference. While everyday work no doubt sees 
a business move forward, grow customers, increase clients and 
so forth, there can be step changes which take the business to the 
next level. These can be apparently simple initiatives which have 
far reaching repercussions, they can be conscious decisions or 
changes which just happen. However, whenever they do happen 
recruitment businesses need to acknowledge a change has 
occurred and be certain to back that change and make the most of 
their new opportunities.
From an internal point of view some recruiters have found step 
changes occurring as they invest in their own workforce. The 
decision to move from competency to strength-based assessment 
for their own talent brought a significant change for Guidant 
Global, according to CEO Simon Blockley. “We champion a better, 
more forward thinking way of working, and we’re not afraid to 
challenge the status quo and move towards less conventional 
strategies for hiring if they create a happier and more enriching 
workplace,” he says.
“Rather than simply focusing on past experience during the 
recruitment process, strength-based assessments allow 
candidates to expand on what motivates them and what they truly 
enjoy,” he continues. “By tapping into an applicant’s passions, we 
can understand which areas they’ll thrive in and how to make the 
role as exciting and rewarding as possible for them. Ultimately, 
this has a positive impact on a business’s bottom line. It’s well 
known that happy employees are usually more productive, and 
also more likely to stay with a company and grow.”

Grow your own

An internal, people-led investment offered a breakthrough for 
VHR in January 2018 when they implemented the VHR Academy, 
a bespoke nine month training programme to transform eight 
inexperienced individuals into recruiters.
“The Academy was driven by VHR’s Medium Term Business 
Aims for 2023,” said Jai Popat, head of HR and recruitment. “We 
realised that it would be extremely difficult to recruit enough 
good recruitment consultants to meet our goal of growing from 
60 to 150 people over five years. If we could create eight good 
recruitment consultants every nine months, VHR could maintain 
and accelerate expansion.”
The first Academy exceeded expectations, with five trainees 
exceeding performance targets. Now mid-way through the third 
Academy, over the past two years the initiative has supported 
a workforce increase of 50 per cent – from 60 to 90 permanent 
employees. In addition, an emphasis on consultant’s international 
skills means the business now works across 45 countries, up 
from 28 in 2017.

Strategic thinking

For other recruiters, step change has come with a refocussing 
or conscious change within business strategy. For Executives 
in Africa this occurred when they brought in a global marketing 
strategist to review how their sales consultants were presenting 
the business. One large challenge was that they were trying 
to address a market where retained search was not well 
understood. > We champion a better, more forward 

thinking way of working, and we’re not 
afraid to challenge the status quo
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Simon Kent explores game changing moves among recruiters.
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The company also wanted to make their messaging and materials 
more visual to suit the African continent and to be clearer for their 
English, French and Portuguese speaking clients. 
Sarah Fitzgerald, managing director at Executives in Africa says 
the approach required the business to assess many areas of the 
business including product, process, brand and readiness for 
change. “We were clearly at the point of choice to stay as we were 
or move from simply growing organically to proactively planning and 
driving it,” she says. 
"In practice, we ended up completely unpicking and re-building 
our approach to presenting our search process, as well as 
understanding which of our USPs are most important to the African 
executive search market,” she continues. "By clearly defining our 
product internally, we made it easier to explain externally and this 
has been fundamental in building a foundation for growth. 
"As we begin to unlock our full potential, the impact of this change 
is apparent in the confidence of our team to present the business 
externally and to consistently present a high-quality product no 
matter who sells the search."
According to Jamie Reynolds, managing director of PMP 
Recruitment, his company is now operates a ‘teal organisation' where 
colleagues have the autonomy to make important decisions and 
set future business strategy. “As part of this, we actively promote 
entrepreneurialism and encourage our people to be changemakers 
and influencers,” he says. “We empower them by declaring, ‘this is 
your business’.”
Underlying this thought, the company became a social business over 
a year ago and as a result the idea of putting people before profit 
and making it their mission to improve society ‘person by person’ 
has powered the company forward. “We provide our candidates 
and colleagues with the platform to be their very best, ensuring they 
can service our client's needs. We have evolved our business to 
an outsourcing partner model which goes way beyond filling large 
volume hiring,” he notes.
“We like to adhere to the ‘give a man a fishing rod…’ analogy,”  
adds Reynolds. “We recognise and nurture talent through  
pre-employment training, on-site academies, personal development 
and skills support. This includes upskilling temporary workers to 
create an adaptable workforce – a packer who can cover reception, 
a forklift truck driver who can also man-guard. We celebrate, with 
great pride, the success of a colleague as they transition from a temp 
to a permanent contract.”

Market led change

For Venquis, change has been client and market led. Working on 
large scale transformation projects with new European businesses 
has changed the company’s entire business model over the last 12 
months. Steve Garner, founder and MD of Venquis explains. “We've 
gone through our own transformation at Venquis, so we can deliver a 
full end-to-end, multiple hire, managed solution, 100 per cent remotely 
from our London HQ with a zero carbon result.”
Delivering this required the company to move from a 360 consultant 
model to a new 180 model where projects are completed by a central 
European delivery team, all UK based, working European hours.
“Meeting the challenge of these large scale European projects has 
enhanced and improved our whole business, to be a pan European 
partner capable of providing consulting services in addition to fully 
outsourced recruitment solutions,” says Garner. 
Finally Samuel Knight’s CEO Steve Rawlingson, says his game 
changing decision came in how he wanted to run his business  
– something he put in place from the start. “When I first set up Samuel 
Knight I made the conscious decision to believe in myself and my 
abilities – sticking my neck out and taking those risks,” he says. “I very 
much felt that if I was going to grow a recruitment business, I needed 
to go big or go home. 
Over his five years in business, Rawlingson has invested in expanding 
overseas, creating a physical presence across the States and 
connections across the Middle East. “We’ve hired and trained a huge 
number of consultants, increasing our headcount from four to over 
50. We’ve been bold and it’s already paid off. In the short time we’ve 
operated, we’ve grown our turnover to over £16 million, we have 
significant venture capital investment behind us and we are reaching 
heights I hadn’t even dreamt of when I first laid out my ambitious  
fast-growth ideas.” 
Given that establishing and driving a new business forward takes 
courage and ambition in the first place, it is likely that leaders already 
have the skills and attitudes required to take advantage of what the 
sector brings. However, it is always worth remembering that changing 
the business and finding new and innovative approaches can pay 
dividends, rather than simply resting in the ‘safer’ way of doing 
business. For Steve Rawlingson, disruption, ambition and success 
ultimately comes through having the confidence to follow through  
on the actions that you think will deliver: “If you want to be a  
game-changer,” he concludes, “you need to do what you believe,  
not what you’re advised.” n

We were clearly at the point of 
choice to stay as we were or move 
from simply growing organically to 
proactively planning and driving it



Simon Kent talks to Emily Bain about growing the boutique 
business she helped to create.

Bain and Gray are a boutique secretarial and PA recruitment 
agency based in London. With an innovative and caring 
approach to their market, the company has made to the 
decision to grow the company, bringing in Tray Durrant as their 
new executive director. Below, managing director, Emily Bain 
explains the reasoning behind the appointment and their growth 
strategy.

Q: What has triggered the intention to grow – has there been a 
sudden market surge/opportunities appearing or was this part of 
the masterplan?

A: It has always been our intention to grow the business and 
expand our service offering to a larger client base. It has become 
clear that there are opportunities in the marketplace related to 
recruitment and Bain and Gray feel confident that we can plug 
this gap ensuring a 360 cohesive consultative service.

Q: You’re bringing in someone new to spearhead the initiative 
– how difficult was it to find that talent and how hard is it to 
delegate/trust someone new with such a responsibility? 

A: We were very fortunate to have a longstanding relationship 
with Tray so the trust and more importantly her understanding 
of our brand and mission was understood. We have taken the 
business to a point and recognise as founders of the business 
you can’t possibly be an expert in all areas. To develop the 
business further over the next few years, we need more expertise 
in some key areas of leadership and sales and marketing to 
develop our business strategy in order to grow. Tray has a varied 
background and a broad range of management experience. She 
has been involved in master vendor relation-ships, has managed 
multi-disciplinary recruitment businesses and has been involved 
in acquiring businesses. Having Tray join the team means we 
have been able to devise key roles for the three of us on the 
management team. I will take on the role of managing director, 

with responsibility for day to day operations, Claire is now taking 
on all matters related to finance and operations, whilst Tray as 
executive director will take responsibility for digital marketing, 
sales and productivity and identifying opportunities for growth. 
She also serves to act as a mentor across the business and 
initiate one of our first strategic goals to grow our temporary 
division. This structural change will clearly offer more emphasis 
on operational improvements and efficiencies.

Q: How structured and precise is the growth planned to be and 
how much will it be a case of seeing what happens?

A: For a relatively small business we have been set up for 
growth in terms of our structure for a while now. This enables 
our us to execute our growth plan and strategy for the next three 
to five years. We have identified some key growth areas for the 
business. We have had a number of clients ask for consultancy 
advice on how to restructure, develop and maximise their own 
support teams, and with extra management resource in the 
business, this is a key area we will now be able to grow. We aim 
to structure growth carefully, managing achievable milestones 
and maintain market share.

Q: How do you think the forecast growth will impact on the 
culture and general 'feel' of Bain and Gray?

A: Growth and therefore change, can always be a challenge, 
especially in people orientated businesses. We operate a very 
inclusive management style where all employees at Bain and 
Gray are involved in our plans and devising our vision. This 
creates career opportunities for employees and enables us to 
provide our service offering to a wider candidate and client 
community. It is our intention to replicate the culture through 
hiring like-minded individuals who are hired for their common 
values and ethics, just as we have always done. n

THE NEXT STEP
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Getting payroll right first time is a given, but there are ways to 
get more value out of the process.

You found the vacancies, you found the talent. You negotiated rates 
and arranged for the workers required to turn up as requested. The 
hard work has been done. Or has it? Making sure contractors get paid 
on time and accurately must be one of the biggest worries for any 
recruitment company. Whatever the terms and conditions stuck with 
you clients the likelihood is that your contractors will want to be paid 
ahead of that cashflow curve, so you need two make sure the funds 
are ready, and more importantly, that the system is in place to deliver 
the right funds to the right person.
An effective and efficient payroll solution is the beating heart of your 
recruitment operation. It pushes the finance in the right direction and 
keeps everyone happy, motivated and ready for the next opportunity. 
Thankfully, there are excellent solutions in the marketplace which can 
power your payroll to the expert level you require.
Whether you’re handling in-house, or looking to outsource the entire 

function, payroll need not be something that your organisations dreads 
or feels is holding you back. Indeed, today’s solutions can positively 
drive forward a recruitment business. Not only will they take care of the 
administration heavy work of paying people, they can provide critical 
information and data for moving the business forward. They can also 
be married up with general reward packages and solutions, bringing 
your contractors choice, flexibility and even more benefits when they 
work for you.
Not only that, but your own workforce can benefit from an excellent 
payroll solution. Consultants will always work better when they 
experience the fruits of their labours, when they can see how and 
when they’re going to be paid, what bonus is achievable and the 
rewards you offer. Over the next pages you can get to grips with 
everything the payroll market has to offer. Find the solution that fits 
your business and you need never worry about a payday again. n

PAYING STRAIGHT
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Simon Kent talks engagement practice with Jacky Cohen, VP people 
& culture at Topia.

BEYOND RETENTION
Standard thinking would argue that a successful recruiter is 
one whose placements stay at the companies where they are 
positioned. A successful recruitment exercise results in an 
individual finding themselves in the ideal position with an ideal 
company – or at least with a business who appreciates, uses and 
encourages their talents. However, according to Jacky Cohen, VP 
people & culture at GM business Topia, retention may not be such a 
good measure of recruitment success after all.
“The workforce is changing and people are looking at their careers 
in a different way – they have more fluidly,” she says. “People 
used to stay with a company for all their lives and they don’t do 
that any more.” The issue here is a balance between a potentially 
‘disengaged’ workforce – one which may not be locked in with their 
employer organisation and the fact that individual workers may 
now feel they are more engaged with their own careers. What they 
want to do is undoubtedly more important than what a business 
might expect them to do or offer to them.
“If someone leaves they’re not necessarily more disengaged,” 
argues Cohen. “If anything they’re more engaged with their career, 
so managers and recruiters need to have conversations about what 
people’s roles are and what keeps them engaged while they’re with 
the business.” After all, possibly the worst scenario would be to 
have employees within the organisation who are disengaged and 
therefore not being as productive as they could be.

Business partners

Cohen argues, therefore that the best recruiters, are those who 
place the right people at the right time, and clearly do not if it is 
not the right time. “The strongest recruiters are truly business 
partners,” says Cohen. “They understand what it takes to do a role, 
they try to understand what engages people and therefore know if it 

is the right time to put someone into a company or if it isn’t.”
Generating engagement within an employee requires the ability to 
be flexible and sensitive as an employer. Topia itself is a relatively 
new, small, and global business. In some ways this could mean 
the business is restricted in what it can offer potential candidates. 
Yet Cohen notes, the elements they can offer are turned to their 
advantage: “We don’t have structured career paths,” she says, “but 
that opens more space for more people to do what appeals to them. 
They’re not boxed in and can see when they have impact in the 
company.”
Making this work means ensuring line managers, HR and support 
staff all communicate and work together so everyone is aware of 
what they can do within the business. Senior leaders and people 
managers need to be having the right conversations at the right 
time. One of the perks of working for Topia, for example, is the 
chance to work around the world. However, the value of this will 
only be realised if the business matches the opportunity with the 
candidate at the right time.
For such a young company it may seem a little pre-emptive to 
employ someone with such a focus on engagement, but Cohen 
notes that the company wants to get this part of their people 
equation right from he start so as they grow, the employee 
experience is always positive. While the company’s employee 
engagement survey undoubtedly gives the business information 
about its people, Cohen is keen to note that everything ultimately 
ties back to measuring the key results for the business – this is, 
after all, where the impact of every employee’s work needs to  
be seen.
“Retention is not the right tool or metric,” Cohen asserts. “It’s 
always important because you want people to be happy staying at a 
company but by the time you get to the point where someone wants 
to leave it’s already too late.” n
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Joe P: Talk us through IR35 what exactly is it and 
who does it affect?

Joe T: IR35 is tax legislation that was introduced in April 2000, it’s 
intended to ensure that self-employed people who provide their services 
though personal services companies pay the correct tax. In its simplest 
sense, what IR35 says is that you should look at the way in which you 
engage with your hirer on an assignment by assignment basis and 
decide whether or not on a particular assignment if you were genuinely 
employed or whether you are what HMRC calls a disguised employee. If 
it was the latter, then HMRC says you should be paying the appropriate 
employment taxes and national insurance.

Joe P: So, as a business how do you know if you are 
Inside or Outside IR35?

Joe T: At the moment in the private sector, the obligation on 
determining this sits with the personal services company and their 
contractor. But of course, in the private sector from next year the test will 
move across to the end client [the hirer]. The way in which you make this 
assessment is based upon decades of case law, around employment 
status for tax. Part of the challenge the private sector faces is that these 
test aren’t codified anywhere, they’re not written down, so in the first 
instance you need to know where to find those tests, in the second 
instance you need to know what those test are asking and the third 
instance you need to be able to put them in to the context of the hirer. 
This is a considerable challenge for the private sector and you only have 
to look at HMRC track record in applying these employment status tests, 
which is pretty poor, to understand that these tests are quite complicated 
and not easy to understand.

Joe P: You recently released a report IR35: A 
Ticking Timebomb, and your research showed 
59 per cent of business are considering taking a 
blanket approach to IR35, why do you think that is?

Joe T: In the public sector we saw a number or public sector hirers 
taking blanket approaches to legislation, partly because they were 
given very little time to prepare and partly because there was very little 
guidance for public sector hirers about how to apply these rules. The 
private sector and been given more time to prepare and HMRC has also 
promised to give guidance on how to apply IR35. However, our concern 
is that whilst we now have draft legislation this practical guidance has still 

not been forthcoming and we are now about nine months away from the 
legislation changing. And so, I think we are now beginning to see some 
private sector businesses deciding this is all far too difficult and far too 
risky and taking what they see as a risk averse and perhaps a simplistic 
approach to managing the legislation. We absolutely don’t think this is the 
right way to go because we think with the right advice they will be able to 
correctly identify a considerable proportion of workers who are outside of 
IR35 and should remain outside of IR35. They also need to be consider 
how the contractors view this approach. Contractors will be concerned 
that business are taking correct, commercial and a robust approach to 
the legislation. Simplistic blanket approaches, probably don’t constitute 
that and so businesses will see a kickback from their contractors if they 
do it. This will no doubt result in a struggle to find the best talent as 
contractors will favour businesses where they will be able to work outside 
of IR35.

Joe P: Your research also found almost three out of 
four private sector employers believed IR35 would 
have an impact on the number of contractors they 
hire, of which 48 per cent said it would encourage 
them to reduce the number of contractors. 
What impact do you think this will have on the 
recruitment sector?

Joe T: I absolutely believe we are in for a challenging and bumpy 18 
months or so, all of the private sector hirers and agencies we are talking 
to see these changes as a significant challenge and in many cases are 
taking the right advice to manage their way through it. I think in the short 
term it will have an impact on the contractor market place, however I 
think that the recruitment sector is very resilient and that as we come 
out of 2020 I will expect to the see market beginning to become more 
comfortable with the new legislation. I expect to see private sector hirers 
beginning to understand how the rules work, how the employment status 
tests work, which roles types are typically in or outside of IR35 and I think 
we will see the market place, hiring agencies, contractors become more 
comfortable with the new rules and the contractor numbers recovering 
from any dip they might have suffered in 2020.

Joe P: In summary, I guess the other thing to recognise is that for  
those contractors found to be inside IR35 for a particular engagement 
may also wish to still be paid net into their PSC via a deemed 
employment payment, g iven that their next engagement is just as likely 
to be outside IR35. n

TIME FOR 
CHANGE 
Joe Paget, MD, Boomerang Back Office and Joe Tully, MD, 
Brookson Legal discuss the IR35 changes.
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THE INFORMED 
CANDIDATE 
John Lamphiere, VP & MD of EMEA at Glassdoor on why 
recruiters must think harder about their candidates.

Today’s candidate isn’t just looking for a job; they typically want their 
work to have purpose and their employer to share similar values. 
They are looking for the right company as much as they are staying 
away from the wrong ones. And they can. With unemployment at 
its lowest since the 70s, it truly is a candidates’ market. Playing 
even more in their favour, candidates that typically would have 
just evaluated standard job characteristics like salary, benefits and 
location now have the luxury of researching and comparing workplace 
factors like company culture, senior leadership and career growth 
opportunities, which was, at one point, not measurable.
With these factors front of mind, individuals are doing a lot of research 
before even thinking about hitting ‘apply’. People are looking past the 
job ad and seeking out peers and resources that can give them more 
information on what’s important to them, such as: salary and benefits, 
work/life balance, culture, what the boss is like and what the interview 
process itself might look like. Enter, the informed candidate.

The age of transparency

With the internet such a vast resource of information, along with 
candidates becoming more inquisitive, transparency is beginning to 
play a bigger part in the recruitment process. If candidates don’t get 
the information they ask for from their recruiter or a company’s hiring 
manager, they’ll simply go online or reach out to their network to find 
the answer. This has meant that topics that were once seen as taboo, 
such as salary and compensation, are now being talked about more 
within both businesses and the mainstream media.
Against this backdrop, disparities within the workforce have become 
much more clear – with evidence to back it up. The Gender Pay 
Gap reporting regulations came into effect in the UK in 2017. 
Organisations with over 250 employees are now required to publish 
their results on their website as well as upload them to a government 

website. In the latest report, 78 per cent of companies were found to 
have a pay gap in favour of men. From Glassdoor’s own data, based 
on more than half a million salary reports shared on Glassdoor by 
employees over the past three years from companies of all sizes, we 
know that the ‘unadjusted’ pay gap between men and women in the 
UK stands at 17.9 per cent. Meaning women earn, on average, 82p 
for every £1 men earn. 
When it comes to gender pay disparity, understanding key drivers of 
the pay gap is critical to identifying the best ways to fix it. Research 
shows that salary transparency and better information sharing are 
powerful tools in helping to achieve equal pay in the workforce. 
Hiring managers must also be aware that the salary and 
compensation package is a top consideration for 8 in 10 (82 per 
cent) employees/job seekers when determining whether to accept a 
job offer. Ninety five percent also say it is important to be thoughtful 
and informed about a company’s pay philosophy (e.g. how pay is 
determined, how pay increases are determined) prior to accepting a 
job offer.

A best place to work

Whilst salary – and equality – is high in importance for job seekers 
and will help to get informed candidates through the door, it is more 
likely to be culture and career progression that will help them stick 
around in the long term. Across all income levels, the top predictor of 
workplace satisfaction is the culture and values of the organisation, 
followed closely by the quality of senior leadership and the career 
opportunities at the company.
The informed candidate will go out of their way to understand how 
these factors manifest themselves in the business they’re thinking of 
applying for, so it is vital that they remain high on a business’ agenda. 

Culture

Company culture encompasses everything that makes an 
organisation special. Culture is shared, pervasive, enduring and 
implicit. It can be hard to define, but everyone knows it’s there and 
it’s important to the informed candidate. From the initial job advert 
through to the interview process, hiring managers must make sure 
they share these values with anyone who might be interested. If 
the company culture is shared at every opportunity, businesses will 
be much more likely to get the attention of job candidates who are 
attracted to and would fit well within it.

Career progression

The informed candidate is career conscious and will make decisions 
based on the future of their career, rather than the here and now. 
Most employees are content with their role for the first couple of 
years or so after being brought on board from an outside company 
or promoted internally. However, after a few years, as they begin to 
hone their craft and master day-to-day activities, they often get bored. 
Ignoring that employee’s hunger for growth and advancement could 
result in regret later, when the employee, frustrated with a lack of 
advancement opportunities, moves up and out of the organisation for 
greener pastures.

Finding the informed candidate

Nine in ten (88 per cent) hiring decision makers agree that an 
informed candidate is a quality candidate. To find them, businesses 
must make sure they and their job adverts are discoverable as 
informed candidates will use a variety of sources to find information 
on a company’s mission, culture, salaries and business prospects. It 

is therefore important for businesses to pay attention to and  
promote their employer brand on areas including: careers pages,  
job descriptions, review sites, social media, press releases and  
a business’ profile in the media. Taken together, all these sources 
allow candidates to be more thoughtful and informed about where 
they apply. 
To help identify an informed candidate at the earliest opportunity, 
they will display a number of key attributes before, during and after 
an interview. These might include reaching out to the interviewer 
ahead of the interview, being especially prepared for the interview 
and asking pertinent questions, demonstrating the right experience, 
being knowledgeable about the job role as well as the organisation’s 
culture and values and being thoughtful about where they work. 
They will then follow up post-interview with their thanks and any 
further required information. This initial screening process can help 
the interviewer or hiring manager determine if a candidate is indeed 
informed, well-researched and ready to not only fill the role, but stay 
for the long haul.
Informed candidates are the holy grail for hiring managers, but they 
come with their own expectations and requirements. Businesses that 
pay attention to factors such as pay transparency, culture and career 
progression will have a bigger chance of attracting these candidates 
and will enjoy the benefits that this type of individual brings to the 
business. Businesses have found that informed candidates reduce 
turnover, increase productivity, improve business performance, and 
increase engagement. n
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Simon Kent talks to the winners of the tenth  
Global Recruiter UK Industry Awards.

UK AWARDS REVIEW

Fire performers, a ten year review and seventeen trophies were 
lined up for the great and good at the Global Recruiter UK Industry 
Awards ceremony on 20th June. The free to enter awards had 
yet again identified some of the leading recruiters from today’s 
industry, singling them out for the attention and accolades they 
deserved.
Among those collecting the honours for best recruitment 
businesses, was Jamie Reynolds, managing director of PMP 
Recruitment who expressed his company’s delight at winning 
Best Large Recruitment Business. "We’re thrilled to be recognised 
by our peers at such a prestigious event,” he said. “It has been 
a challenging and unpredictable year, particularly within the 
temporary labour sector, but PMP has continued to grow, develop 
and adapt to the ever-changing recruitment industry. Every one 
of our colleagues has worked tirelessly to provide an outstanding 
service for clients and candidates… this is their award!
“Our business strategy is based on humanity and morality,” he 
added. “We engage with our people - empowering them to think 
differently, giving them the autonomy to make decisions whilst 
embracing imperfection.”
Adam Standley, group managing director of Best Medium 
Recruitment Business, Amoria Bond, commented: “We’re so 
pleased to have picked up another award from the Global Recruiter 
– particularly as this award recognises our long-term commitment 
to provide the best place for recruiters to work while also delivering 
the best services to our global clients and candidates.”
“We have always prided ourselves on having a model that enables 
us to supply niche candidates to our clients – where they simply 
cannot find them via other sources,” said Jonathan Ellerbeck, 
MD Gravitas Group. “So to be recognised as the Best Specialist 
Recruiter within the UK, whilst still holding the same award for Asia, 
is a great accolade to everyone within Gravitas – and one that we 
are truly proud of.”
Simlarly, James Cox, director of BioTalent said: “It is a great feeling 
to win best start-up agency. The team have done amazingly well 
over the first year, smashing targets and winning new clients with 
our consultative knowledge-based approach. To win the award and 
be recognised by our peers is an honour and something we are all 
very proud about at BioTalent. Best Small Business next year…. 
watch this space!”
“We are proud of the excellent service that our search process 
delivers to our clients and candidates and believe that through 
this we identify the best business leaders for roles based in Africa 
which is having a positive impact on the continent,” said Sarah 
Fitzgerald, managing director of Executives in Africa and winners 
of Best UK Overseas Operation. “We believe this external validation 
will increase confidence for companies to choose EiA as their 
leadership partner to support their business strategy as well as 

supporting us attracting and retaining the best consultants in the 
market with an interest and passion for Africa. On all fronts, holding 
this award further reinforces the foundation that we are developing 
for the continued growth of EiA.”
Volt Consulting Group, winner of Best RPO category said they 
were delighted for their success, achieved for the second year in 
a row: “The Global Recruiter has an unprecedented reputation in 
the Recruitment industry for recognising the best of the best in the 
industry.”
Julie Smith, operations director, was in attendance at the event with 
several VCG colleagues: “This is the second year in a row we have 
won the award and it is testament to the fantastic teams we have 
within VCG. I’m so proud of the team they are all superstars!”
Winners of Best Candidate Attraction through Social Media Phaidon 
International said: "We feel extremely proud to be the winner of this 
award as it recognises the hard work and dedication we've put in 
to make our Phaidon Reward app a success. We'd like to thank The 
Global Recruiter for hosting a truly fantastic event and wish them a 
happy 10 year anniversary. Here's to the next 10!”
VHR’s Azem Hoti’s won his category of Best Temporary Consultant: 
“Since starting as VHR’s Apprentice in 2011, I have had a long and 
exciting career journey, and I can honestly say I wouldn’t be here 
without the amazing support of everyone at VHR, the candidates I 
work with and clients across the world,” he said. “I would like to say 
a big thank you to the organisers of the event and everyone who 
helped me in my journey from an apprentice to an award winner.”
Finally, for the fifth year running, CV-Library was named Best Job 
Board. Founder and CEO, Lee Biggins, commented on the win: 
“We’re delighted to have been named ‘Best Job Board’ for the fifth 
year in a row, especially at such a prestigious industry awards 
ceremony. We’re constantly striving to innovate and make the 
process of searching for a job and finding top talent much more 
seamless. As a result, our new features continue to attract and 
engage users, whether they’re traditional candidates or passive job 
hunters.
“We fully intend to keep up our efforts in the second half of the 
year and have plenty of exciting projects in the pipeline to boost 
application rates and improve user experience even further.” >

FIRED UP
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THE WINNERS

Best In-House Training
Winner: Harrington Starr

Best Permanent Consultant
Winner: Tom Fernandez-Buckley, 
Venquis Limited

Best Innovation
Winner: Hinterview

Best Temporary Consultant
Winner: Azem Hoti, VHR

Best Employer Brand
Winner: Harrington Starr

Best Candidate Attraction 
through Social Media
Winner: Phaidon International

Best Large Recruitment 
Business
Winner:  PMP Recruitment

SPONSORED BY

Best Marketing Campaign
Winner: Camino Partners

Best UK Overseas 
Operation
Winner: Executives in Africa

Best Start-up Agency
Winner: BioTalent

Best Recruitment Process 
Outsourcing Business
Winner: Volt Consulting Group

Best Specialist 
Recruitment Business
Winner: Gravitas Recruitment Group

SPONSORED BYSPONSORED BYSPONSORED BY

For faster smarter growth

SPONSORED BY SPONSORED BY SPONSORED BY

SPONSORED BYSPONSORED BY SPONSORED BY SPONSORED BY

SPONSORED BYSPONSORED BY SPONSORED BY SPONSORED BY

For faster smarter growth

Best Job Board
Winner: CV-Library

SPONSORED BY

Best Client Service
Winner: La Fosse Associates

SPONSORED BY

Associate sponsors

THE RECRUITMENT
NETWORKTM

For faster smarter growth

Best Small Recruitment 
Business
Winner: Hyper Recruitment 
Solutions

Best Medium Recruitment 
Business
Winner: Amoria Bond

Best Newcomer
Winner:  Vertus Partners Limited
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Highly Commended, Highly Esteemed

“I am absolutely thrilled that Xpertise has been awarded Highly 
Commended for Best Specialist Recruitment Business in the 
UK,” said Richard Harrison, founder, Xpertise Recruitment. 
“We have been constantly driving customer experience 
improvements as one of our strategic aims with the goal of 
being the best specialist IT & technology recruiter in the UK, so 
recognition from industry peers provides great confidence that 
we are doing the right thing.”
David Barratt, operations director and founder of Austin Lee 
commented: “We were humbled to even be nominated for the 
Global Recruiter Best Marketing Award and now feel extremely 
honoured to receive this Highly Commended notation, especially 
up against such strong competition.
“Since our inception, we have always tried to do things 
differently as we have grown and this notation perhaps 
recognises those intentions,” he added. “We extend our 
congratulations to the winner and the other nominees in  
this category.”
Meanwhile Gareth Morris, CEO, UK & Europe at Evolution said 
his company was delighted to have been Highly Commended 
in the Best In-House Training category. “Evolution prides itself 
on the training we have provided to our employees for over a 
decade, so to be highly commended at such a prestigious event 
is a huge achievement for us as a business,” he said. “I would 
like to say thank you to Paul Buchanan, Matthew Auton and 
Mark Britton for their outstanding work in helping our employees 
continually learn and develop their careers. The event was 
brilliant, and we hope to see you again next year!”
Aimée Treasure, marketing manager at VHR gave a quote 
celebrating their commendation for Best Employers Brand: 
“We are delighted to have been Highly Commended in the 
category of Best Employer Brand. Our Marketing and HR teams 
work hard to create a brand that truly reflects our international, 
inclusive and inspiring culture, and in the past two years we 
grew our workforce by 50 per cent (from 60 to 90 people). 
Recognition from the Global Recruiter Awards is evidence that 
small recruitment companies can do great things. Thank you to 
everyone at Global Recruiter for a brilliant awards evening.”
Meanwhile, Simon Wright, sales and marketing director at 
CareersinAudit.com also described their delight at being 
Highly Commended for Best Job Board. “Now in our 14th year 
as the leading specialist job board group serving the audit, 
risk, compliance, cyber security and analytics sectors, the 
recognition continues to highlight the hard work and dedication 
of the team across our London, Sydney and New York offices,” 

We'd like to thank The Global Recruiter 
for hosting a truly fantastic event and 
wish them a happy 10 year anniversary. 
Here's to the next 10!

he said. “We aim to continue setting the bar high for niche job 
boards and specialist career sites, improving results for both 
our candidates and recruiter clients by pioneering industry 
technologies and reinvesting into the sites to maintain our 
leading positions in the market. In a year that the CareersinAudit 
Group welcomes CareersinRisk.com, CareersinCyber.com and 
CareersinCompliance, we hope to see more of our group sites up 
for awards next year.” 
Leonid Group were also happy with their Highly Commended in 
the new category of Best Start-Up Agency: “Being acknowledged 
as a leader within the industry celebrates the strides we have 
made over the course of the past year to reinvent recruitment, 
placing market-leading talent within the worlds most forward 
thinking sectors,” said James Mitchell, managing director. “We’d 
like to thank Global Recruiter for hosting such a wonderful event 
and bringing the biggest players in recruitment together for 
the past 10 years. We’re extremely excited about what the next 
12 months will bring for Leonid and look forward to hopefully 
walking away with an award at the Global Recruiter Awards 
2020.”
Congratulations to everyone who achieved a Highly Commended 
or winning placement this year and a huge thanks to all the 
category sponsors and headline sponsor Centralus. See you all 
again next year! n
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Florence Brocklesby, founder of employment law and disputes 
specialists Bellevue Law on the impact of #MeToo.

The effects of the #MeToo movement have rippled their way 
through myriad industries. Whereas in 2016, allegations of sexual 
misconduct were often discreetly swept under the carpet, by 
2019, greater numbers of individuals have been empowered to 
speak up as a result, and allegations concerning senior business 
people and professionals are often well publicised. Individuals 
who make claims of inappropriate behaviours now increasingly 
expect justice and cultural change, rather than just financial 
compensation. As a people business, recruitment is likely to be 
impacted by the consequences of #MeToo. 
We’ve seen #MeToo cases in the banking, legal, and media 
sectors among a whole range of others. Increasingly, recruiters 
will be asked to place or consider a candidate who has left their 
previous employer after raising a grievance or claim against 
another employee. Such individuals will often have a positive, 
inclusive working environment at the top of their wish list for their 
new role, and the ability to give insight on an employer’s culture 
will be key to placing them successfully. 
The more challenging scenario is one in which a recruiter is asked 
to place an individual against whom allegations of improper 
conduct have been made. 
This is particularly complex in regulated industries: since #MeToo 
stories first came to prominence in 2017, regulators have made 
it abundantly clear that they consider personal misconduct, as 
well as professional wrongdoing, to be relevant to individuals’ 
fitness to practice. Where allegations of inappropriate behaviour 
have been made against an individual, regulated employers 
cannot ignore them but are obliged to investigate, and in many 
circumstances to notify their regulators of the investigation and/
or its outcome. 

Career impact

Where serious adverse findings have been made against an 
individual, in practice it may be difficult for them to work in a 
regulated role again, even if they dispute the allegations. Where 
the allegations have not been conclusively tested, for example 
where the individual resigns during an investigation, this may 

still impact their regulatory record, especially if they are subject 
to the financial services regulatory references regime. Despite 
the temptation to keep quiet about the circumstances of their 
departure, it is crucial that individuals in this situation are entirely 
truthful about the position with potential employers – anything 
other than complete honesty could in itself fall foul of regulator’s 
standards, making a difficult situation worse. Given the potentially 
career ending consequences, it is vital for candidates in this 
position to take legal advice on their position.
Then, in most cases, agency side recruiters are subject to their 
own professional bodies’ guidance on professional conduct: 
for example, the Recruitment and Employment Confederation’s 
Code of Professional Practice requires members to observe 
the highest standards of ethics and integrity and to establish 
working practices that safeguard against discrimination. In-house 
recruiters in regulated businesses will be subject to industry 
-specific rules. As with the clients they serve, for recruiters, 
ensuring that their own working environments are safe and 
inclusive is the necessary, as well as the right thing to do.
Finally, it is worth noting that the net is tightening further across 
several industries. Most professional regulators require those 
operating at a senior level in their industries to be ‘fit and proper’ 
and to act with integrity. Regulators have already made it clear 
that many #MeToo situations will be cause enough for individuals 
to fail this test. For example, the FCA has made it clear that  
non-financial conduct is relevant to assessing whether an 
individual is fit and proper. This is an assessment that many more 
regulated entities will be responsible for making themselves after 
the extension of the Senior Managers Certification Regime (SMCR) 
in December 2019. They will also be expected to report allegations 
of sexual misconduct, and the progress and outcome of internal 
investigations, to the FCA. With SMCR also holding members of a 
firm’s senior management personally accountable for compliance, 
we expect to see a significant increase in reporting of complaints 
of inappropriate personal behaviour. 
Both in-house and agency side recruiters need to ask the right 
questions and put in place the right procedures to protect 
themselves, their clients and their candidates in light of #MeToo. n
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Recruitment is a busy marketplace. The industry is thriving with  
more new agencies registering every year. With most of these recruiters 
and their businesses making noise online, it’s hard to know how to stand 
out. In fact, with everyone jostling for space and shouting for candidates, 
it’s increasingly difficult to be seen and heard by your audience.
Make no mistake, you need a social media strategy. If you’re in any 
doubt just think about where your audience is. LinkedIn, Facebook, 
WhatsApp, Twitter, YouTube – which of these have you used in the last 
24 hours? Which of these are your audience likely to use?
Ofcom recently published their Online Nation report sharing more 
about where we hang out online. Some of the key findings show that 
Facebook is by far the biggest network (with over 2 billion active users 
globally per month). YouTube comes in second with 1.5 billion users.
Our capacity to consume visual information in short snippets is 

growing, as such, use of Stories is growing. Stories are the short pieces 
of content you see at the top of Facebook and Instagram. It is user 
generated content that gives a momentary glimpse into the brand, 
person or company. The stories are only available for 24 hours before 
they disappear.
Here are 5 tips to stand out online:
• Use video and ‘stories’ to capture your audience’s attention
• Intersperse your sales messages and job roles with engaging 

content
• Post regularly – ideally once a day on each channel but no more  

than 4 times
• Engage! Ask questions of your audience, make use of polls  

and quizzes
• Like, interact and comment as your business or brand n

HOW TO BE SEEN 
AND HEARD ONLINE 
Christina Robinson, managing director of Green Umbrella on 
being visible online when everyone else is shouting.

www.theglobalrecruiter.com
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Simon Kent talks about the future of recruitment 
and the REC with CEO Neil Carberry.

Having taken over the role of CEO at the REC a little over a year 
ago, Neil Carberry is clear as to what he believes the industry 
organisation should be and what it needs to do to improve. Carberry 
was a recruiter around the time of the creation of the organisation 
so has always been aware of the organisation and its potential. 
That awareness continued during his time as managing director for 
People and Infrastructure at the CBI. Throughout his time at that 
organisation he felt the REC was an important industry organisation 
that had a front seat at the cutting edge of the UK’s employment 
market and an insight into the UK’s wider industry. 
“The REC is a fascinating organisation because it enjoys a deep well 
of support from the industry for a lot of important reasons around 
standards and representation,” says Carberry. “There are plenty of 
people who will throw stones at the recruitment industry so we need 
to stand up for recruiters and show the good work they do.”
An important and effective organisation then, but there is always 
room for improvement. Top of Carberry’s list is an aim to make the 
organisation more digital and to get closer to its members. This 
closeness would in turn enable the REC to give better and more 
responsive support to their members. Achieving this, says Carberry, 
begins with simplifying the organisation. The REC has now been 
structured into four business units and a forthcoming new CRM 
solution and website should also enhance two-way communications. 
This improved interaction alone should increase responsiveness, 
driving towards an organisation which, as Carberry describes, does 
things that “will make a difference for recruiters when they get to 
work on a Monday morning.”
According to Carberry delivering on this will mean the product suite 
of the REC will change more regularly than it has in the past. The 
organisation’s own help line and contact staff provide a rich resource 
to directly understand what’s on the agenda for members. If one 
person makes contact on a particular subject, they receive the help 
they need, but, says Carberry, if a number of recruiters make similar 
enquiries that should trigger action for the organisation to create and 
deliver suitable resources to address the issue for everyone. "We 
need to get really good at having our ear to the ground on the issues 
that are bubbling up for the membership,” says Carberry.

Get on the bus

This provision is, however, a bit of a balancing act. One analogy put 
forward by Carberry is that the REC is more of a bus rather than a 
taxi, and therefore it has to be able to take care of everyone on the 
recruitment journey rather than focussing on the individual. Getting 
the mix between individual care and provision for the sector as a 
whole is key to creating a practical resource and unsurprisingly the 
REC’s product managers are already working to ensure the REC’s 
provision in 2020 gives the right balance. “The REC is not a club,” 
adds Carberry, “it is about the interests of our sector as a whole.”
The other side of delivering for members lies in campaigning and 
representation. IR35, Brexit and general employment issues have 
all provided grounds for the REC to get involved with government 
policy makers and to ensure the work of recruiters is appreciated 

A PRACTICAL 
APPROACH
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and through that the country gets the best workforce it can possibly 
access. The REC’s offices recently played host to an announcement 
by Amber Rudd and their own campaign over the Apprenticeship 
Levy has also had a strong impact in the national press.
These campaigns fully demonstrate that the recruitment industry is 
not simply relevant to today’s business, it is key to success. Carberry 
makes comparisons between today’s businesses needing to acquire 
good talent and Adam Smith’s emphasis on the means of production. 
Even in an increasingly online, tech led employment world, 
employers need a specialist to navigate them to the best people. “In 
a world of complexity the answer is to know where to look and how 
to look,” he says. “Getting that right will drive people towards us, just 
as getting the diversity agenda right will also find employers the right 
talent.”

Future proof

The need for this kind of advice and a practical approach is also 
the element which has kept the recruitment industry operating 
despite the consistent claims the business is going to be replaced 
by technology or is somehow unnecessary. Carberry also notes 
that futurologists have predicted ‘the end of work’ – chiefly through 
automation of one kind or another – for many years, even dating back 
to the industrial revolution. For this reason, Carberry says the current 
challenge facing the recruitment sector is a transitional challenge 
rather than an existential one. In other words the sector, like the 
workforce, is not fighting over whether it will still be here in years to 
come, is it fighting to ensure the skills it has transition for the new 
models and organisations that emerge.
At the end of the day it is these issues which are concerning 
Carberry and therefore the wider recruitment industry. Yes Brexit 
has brought innumerable challenges and massive uncertainty, and 
the REC has offered support and advice for recruiters in order to 
navigate these waters. But the general message is that this is a 
short term issue, and indeed, one which many businesses have 
now adapted to and started to move on from. The bigger picture 
and the greater challenge is dealing with the wider changes in 
the workplace and in how people are employed. This needs to be 
the focus of the industry and is why in many cases recruiters are 
extending their reach to become more wider HR consultancies rather 
than pure recruiters: “It’s no longer about trying just to fill the seat in 
front of you,” says Carberry, “it is about that but it’s also about filling 
companies with the rest of the skillsets they need. It’s about building 
the right culture, and being inclusive.”
“When I leave the REC I want staffing and recruiting to be a leading 
part of the services industry in the UK,” says Carberry. “Getting  
high standards in recruitment is critical to ensure the prosperity of  
the country.”
Carberry notes that currently less than 40 per cent of vacancies go 
through the recruitment sector so there is clearly potential to grow 
and increase that number. Doing so will require the industry to 
continue to offer their clients more value, to be able to find the talent 
they require and ensure everyone benefits from their working lives. n
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The opening of the Hong Kong-Macao-Zhuhai Bridge last 
September was a memorable event and a key step in the 
development of the Pearl River Delta region. The 26 kilometre 
bridge and tunnel complex has improved the flow of goods 
between all ports. It’s also proving a tourism boom on both sides of 
the border. 
Not long after the bridge was opened, the Chinese authorities 
unveiled the outline for the Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Greater 
Bay Area (GBA) development plan on 18 February 2019. The goal 
of which is to develop the region into a model of high-quality 
development, a global influential international innovation and 
technology hub and internationally competitive and first-class city 
cluster.
However, the development of the GBA is outpacing the supply of 
talent, making innovative approaches to recruitment and retaining 
skilled workers a top priority across sectors and companies. 
In the Hays Asia Salary Guide 2019, a total of 47 per cent of 
companies said they were not confident they’ll locate the talent 
with the skills they need to meet business needs in the year ahead. 
The skills gap has widened in the last year – up from 36 per cent 
who expressed the same in 2018. This means most enterprises will 
struggle to meet their talent needs in the year ahead. But as well as 
challenges, there are opportunities, especially for the key industries 
enjoying fast growth. 

Four fast growth industries

The demand for skilled workers is particularly acute in four fast-
growth industries: research and development within innovative 
technologies, financial services, trade and logistics, and the 
medical industry. R&D in technology lacks data scientists, cloud 
architects, user interface designers, solution engineers, and 
artificial intelligence professionals. The success of these industries 
is essential for the GBA to become a global technology and 
innovation hub.
In financial services, the demand is highest for relationship 
managers that can work cross-border within the banking sector. 
Chinese and international banks based in Guangdong are 
looking for relationship managers from Hong Kong who can 
speak Mandarin and are willing to move. They can bring in their 
relationships, networks and knowledge to help banks grow their 
businesses on the Mainland. Also in demand are professionals in 
risk and compliance. 

Hong Kong will be the jewel in the GBA crown as an international 
financial centre. It will still be the world's largest offshore RMB hub. 
It will play a crucial role in the growth of the financial sector in the 
whole GBA.
Exports will remain one of the core economic drivers for the 
foreseeable future, and with the GBA being positioned as a key 
location on the Belt and Road, trade and logistics will be a key 
sector and there are going to be unbeatable opportunities for 
distribution managers, supply chain managers, procurement 
managers, and logistics experts. 
In the medical industries there is a chronic shortage of medical 
professionals, doctors, and nurses. China is shifting from a reliance 
on emergency room care to networks of general physicians and 
family practices. With the growth of medical technology, there is 
growing demand for biopharmaceutical engineers and research 
engineers. Companies in these sectors are seeing acute shortages 
of skilled workers, and project an even greater need for talent in the 
coming years.

One region, multiple solutions

China has rolled out new tax regulations and policy measures to 
facilitate the cross-boundary and regional flow of talents, which will 
weave the GBA together and help the region to overcome its talent 
shortage. 
First, new subsidies have been announced to offset higher tax rates 
for talents from Hong Kong working in mainland China. Subsidies 
overcome the higher income tax rates in China vis-à-vis Hong 
Kong. Overseas high-end talent and professionals in short supply 
will receive subsidies from Guangdong Province and Shenzhen 
Municipality to offset the differential. While the government is 
helping, companies will need to review their pay scales. Employers 
internationally offer higher salaries, on average, compared to 
similar roles in China.
Second, policies are being introduced to encourage the freer flow 
of people across the region. That will ease the visa and travel 
concerns for multinational employees, and provide more  
cross-regional opportunities for skilled employees willing to 
embrace a pan-GBA perspective. Senior executives in the tech 
sector can live in Hong Kong or Macao and work in southern cities, 
or vice-versa. It’s not unusual to see cross-border workers filling 
immigration halls each morning. 

Companies also play a key role in realising free movement 
across the GBA. Pony Ma Huateng, founder and chief executive 
of Tencent, believes rigid restrictions on the flow of talents in the 
GBA prevented Hong Kong companies from hiring staff from the 
Chinese mainland and has raised the idea of GBA ID Card and 
has suggested storing Hong Kong and Macao residents’ Mainland 
Travel Permit information on mobile phones to give them greater 
mobility plus access to services such as mobile payments. 

One career, many opportunities

What we are seeing now is a real demand for trilingual candidates 
who speak English, Mandarin and Cantonese. They are essential 
to facilitate cross-border cooperation. Eventually the region wants 
to be more opened and be able to bring in international talents to 
support the development, which is happening now. But we are 
seeing a high demand for returnees who have study and work 
experience in Western countries.
A lot more Hong Kong talent is now more willing to work in the 
mainland, especially in the innovation and tech space. Relaxation 
of border controls would encourage more of them to seek career 
advancement in the mainland. Doing so would offers them a 
competitive edge through upskilling, as they are acquiring a certain 
experience that make them more valuable to any employer.
Shenzhen, for instance, is developing into an innovation hub, if 
you’re in the tech space, you will work for the most innovative, 
exciting, well-funded technology businesses in the world, and will 
potentially be exposed to the latest cutting-edge technologies. 
This is going to strengthen your career development and put you 
ahead of others who are not working in this type of innovative 
environment. You will gain a very unique experience no other 
markets can offer.
The key to the future success of the GBA is talent policy. While the 
government will play its part by offering a helping hand to attract 
international talents, companies will have to do their bit by reviewing 
their pay scales and ensuring employees can upskill. Candidates 
on their part will need to adopt a pan-GBA perspective if they want 
to tap the ambitions of the GBA to realise their own. The dynamic 
development of the GBA offers companies and candidates fantastic 
opportunities, but also challenges. Both companies and talent will 
need to ensure they are ahead of the competition curve if they want 
to leverage the opportunities offered by the vision for the GBA. n

BRIDGE TO   TALENT
Dean Stallard, managing director, Hays Greater Bay Area on 
innovative solutions to the talent shortage.




